ALICE STUDENT TRAINING
(K-2)
School Drills

• What drills do we have?
• How do we practice the drill?
• Why do we practice the drill?
School Drills

Fire Drill

Bus Evacuation

Lockdown
I'M NOT SCARED...
I'M PREPARED!
Because I know all about Alice

Written by Julia Cook
Illustrated by Michelle Hazelwood Hyde
Alert
There’s a wolf in the building!

Lockdown
Inform
We must tell others when we’ve seen the wolf around.

Counter
If the wolf see us we must do things to ruin his day.

Evacuate
Leave the building
• Use your eyes and ears to notice anything unusual (different from your normal school day).

• **Alert (tell)** a teacher/adult if you see or hear something unusual.

• Teachers wear a school badge, visitors wear a sticker like a name tag.
Lockdown

• Teacher locks door
  • Barricade the door
  • Spread out
  • Lights off
  • Stay quiet
  • Prepare to evacuate or counter
Tell (Inform) a teacher of anything out of the ordinary that you see or hear.

- Who
- What
- Where
- When
- How
Counter

Movement

Distance

Noise

Distraction

Used as a last resort
Evacuate

• Use the safest and quickest route to EXIT the building

• Leave all belongings

• Once outside—run to the rally point

The purpose is to put as much distance as possible between you and the intruder!
It’s important to listen to your teacher to stay safe in school.

Why?
to all announcements!

Follow directions the 1st time!